Compañer@s,

This publication is a compilation of news from the social war in Mexico during the year 2011. It took us a bit longer than we had hoped to complete it, but we feel it is still valid as a tool to communicate the actions and communiqués of Anarchist Action groups throughout Mexico to the English-speaking world.

Over the last few years, Anarchist direct action has been expanding throughout Mexico, both in quantity and in force. 2011 was in no way an exception, with every-day conflict with the State more and more evident. We make special note of “Black September” in which the social war waged by Anarchist Action groups was at its strongest. We hope that 2012 can be even stronger, not only in Mexico, but in every corner of the Globe. Through these communiqués we can learn that we don´t need to be a “professional” to carry out attacks such as these, but that anyone is capable of attacking the State and its symbols of power.

Many of the communiqués included in this publication were translated by comrades from various websites, including thisisourjob.noblogs.org, waronsociety.noblogs.org, 325.nostate.net and Actforfree.nostate.net. The compas from these sites do a very important job in communicating the actions for comrades around the Globe, expanding the war to all parts of the world and promoting International Solidarity. We thank them for their valuable work.

We also dedicate this publication to our brother Braulio Duran Gonzalez, currently kidnapped by the State of Mexico for anarchist actions, and to Gabriel Pombo da Silva, prisoner of war in Aachen, Germany.

To expand the Social War on all fronts!

¡Viva la Anarquía! ¡Muerte al estado!
SUMMARY OF ACTIONS CARRIED OUT IN 2011 THROUGHOUT MEXICO

3-14.01.2011
Two packet bombs arrive at the Chilean embassy in Mexico City in solidarity with anarchist prisoners of the Bombs Case and with Mapuche prisoners in Chile.
Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution-Praxedis G. Guerrero

12.01.2011
Wave of car burning in Saltillo.

16.01.2011
Explosive attack against HSBC bank, Mexico State.
Animal Liberation Front/Earth Liberation Front

20.01.2011
Bomb threats against Hellenic Community Offices in solidarity with Greek prisoners, Mexico City.
Animal Liberation Front

27.03.2011
Explosive attack against luxury car dealership in Mexico State.
Earth Liberation Front
14.04.2011
Explosive package arrives at the head of the Nanotechnology Engineering Division in Mexico City.

Individualities tending towards the Wild

26.04.2011
Burning barricades on the Insurgentes Sur avenue near the UNAM University in solidarity with indigenous anarchist prisoner Abraham Ramirez and the prisoners of the Bombs Case in Chile.

Anarchists Individuals in Solidarity

15.05.2011
Incendiary attack against luxury car, graffities and explosive attack against ATM in Toluca.

Informal Anarchist Federation- Acratax

20.05.2011
Renault car dealership attacked in Veracruz.

22.05.2011
Explosive devise left at a campus in the Polytechnic University del Valle in Mexico State.

Individualities tending towards the Wild

22.05.2011
Explosive attack in memory of Mauricio Morales against Santander Bank, Mexico City.

Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution- Praxedis G. Guerrero

22.05.2011
Explosive attack against Starbucks in the major avenue Paseo de la Reforma in memory of Mauricio Morales, Mexico City.

Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution- Praxedis G. Guerrero

23.05.2011
Explosive attack against BBVA-Bancomer bank in Iztacalco, Mexico City.

Revolutionary Insurrectional Anarchist Cell

07.2011
Graffiti for Luciano Pitronelli and Mauricio Morales, and in solidarity with Adrian and Braulio-eco-anarchist prisoners, Oaxaca.

29.07.2011
Explosive attack against Santander bank in solidarity with Luciano (Tortuga) Pitronelli, Tultitlan, Mexico State.

03.08.3011
Explosion in the ATM of a Banamex bank in Chalco, Mexico State.
8.08.2011
Two Nano-Technology Professors wounded by package bombs at the Tec de Monterrey University in Mexico State.

Individualities Tending Toward the Wild

11.08.2011
Package bomb explodes at the Polytechnic University of Hidalgo

28.08.2011
Bomb threat call to the Centre of Investigations of Advanced Studies, which is dedicated to the growth of bio-technology and genetic manipulation in Guanajuato. After an extensive search, a box in gift-wrapping was found containing a green monkey toy was found inside the centre.

09.2011
Package bombs sent to professors at the Faculty of Superior Studies and the UNAM University and to the National Institute of Forestry, Agricultural and Fishing Studies.

Individualities Tending towards the Wild

11.09.11
Explosive device detonated underneath ASE police truck in Mexico State.

Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution-Praxedis G. Guerrero
12.09.2011
**Actions in support of Tortuga in Chile. A lizard and tortoises were freed, one KFC was vandalised, another attacked with fire, and an attempted arson attack on an Ostrich Farm.**
*Animal Liberation Front*

16.09.2011
**Three simultaneous arsons in the Alce Blanco section of the Naucalpan Industrial Park. Liberatorary fire destroys stock, as flames consume Textiles Suburbia, CV Directo and TF Victor.**
*Mexican Fire Cells Conspiracy / Informal Anarchist Federation (CCF/FAI)*

23.09.2011
**Explosive attack against the Federal Electricity Commission Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution-Praxedis G. Guerrero**

27.09.11
**Mexico City cells give life to liberatory fire at the warehouse located on Avenida Pacífico between Miguel Ángel de Quevedo and Eje 10 Sur in Coyoacán, Mexico City.**
*Mexican Fire Cells Conspiracy/Informal Anarchist Federation (CCF/FAI)*

28.09.11
**The Mexico City Fire Cells Conspiracy torches the Airport Staff training school of the National College of Professional Technical Education (CONALEP), located in the Third District of Arenal in the Venustiano Carranza area of Mexico City.**
*Mexican Fire Cells Conspiracy/Informal Anarchist Federation (CCF/FAI)*
In an action coordinated between the Mexico City cells and the Jalisco cells, the Mexican Fire Cells Conspiracy (CCF) simultaneously attacks capital in Mexico City and Jalisco, setting fire to the Wal-Mart on Calle Luis Donaldo Colosio in the Buenavista area of Cuauhtémoc, Mexico City and torching the Pabellón shopping mall on Avenida Patria in Guadalajara, Jalisco.

Mexican Fire Cells Conspiracy/Informal Anarchist Federation (CCF/FAI)

Sabotages against telephone booths and post boxes in Poza Rica, Veracruz

Two packet bombs explode while in courier’s office in Mexico City.


Residence of Manuel Cañedo, member of PRI political party, attacked with explosive device. The Sole-Baleno Insurgent Cell of the Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution- Praxedis G. Guerrero

Arson at the lumber warehouse on Avenida Industria Nacional in the Alce Blanco section of the Naucalpan industrial park in Mexico State

Mexican Fire Cells Conspiracy/Informal Anarchist Federation (CCF/FAI)
7 & 28.10.2011
Bomb threats called to the Autonomous University of Tamaulipas, Tampico.

13.10.11
Panamericano Armored money transport trucks attacked and burned, rendered useless.
Insurrectional Cell – Mariano Sanchez Añon (CI-MSA) faction of the Informal Anarchist Federation of Mexico (FAI-M)

16.10.11
Explosive devise deactivated in a bank in San Angel, Mexico City

17-10-2011
Explosive device explodes at a religious temple in Mexico City.

20.10.2011
A bomb threat in Polanco, one of the richest zones of Mexico City, led to the mobilisation of the Special Reaction and Intervention Group, elements of the Secretary of Public Security of the Federal District and ERUM ambulances. Around 15:00, staff at a Banamex Bank and hundreds of office workers were evacuated from a commercial building, after a report of a bomb threat from inside the building. After an extensive revision of the stairs, offices and bathrooms, the elements of the Special Reaction and Intervention Group informed that it was a false alarm.
26.10.2011
Explosive attack against Banamex bank in Xalapa, Veracruz.

31.10.2011
Explosive artefact found in Polanco, one of the richest suburbs of Mexico City.

1-15.11.2011
Package bomb sent to Archbishop of Mexico, Norberto Ribera, The Revolutionary Anarchist Cell – Gabriella Segata Antolini, member of the Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution- Praxedis G. Guerrero

1-15.11.11
Package bomb sent to the Mexico City Police Chief, Miguel Mancera.
02.11.2011
Woolworths supermarket burnt at 9am in the Las Torres shopping centre in Cuidad Juarez. 13 stores destroyed.
The Fire Cells Conspiracy (CCF) faction of the Mexican Informal Anarchist Federation (FAI-M), Chihuahua section

16.11.2011
Explosive attack against the Federal Electricity Commission

05.11.2011
Grumer Armored money transport truck burnt in clear daylight.
Insurrectional Cell - Mariano Sanchez Añon (CI-MSA) faction of the Informal Anarchist Federation of Mexico (FAI-M).

18.11.2011
Explosive attack against Scotia Bank Branch, Toluca.
Informal Anarchist Federation- FAI

27.11.2011
Explosive attack in shopping centre, Toluca.
Informal Anarchist Federation- FAI

07.12.2011
Five DIF trucks and heavy machinery burnt in Xalapa, Veracruz

25.12.2011
Santander bank attacked with molotovs
These are only some of the various communiqués from Anarchist Action Groups claiming responsibility for their actions over the course of the year. For translations of other communiqués, see 325.nostate.net, war on society, this is our job, actforfree.

**CARI-PGG SEND EXPLOSIVE PACKAGES TO TWO PRISON DIRECTORS**

“During the week of the **22nd** to the **27th** of **February** this year [2011], we sent two explosive packets to the directors of two penitentiaries; to the director of the *Reclusorio Preventivo Varonil Norte* and to the director of *Centro Varonil de Readaptación Psicosocial* (CEVAREPSI), both of which are prisons in Mexico City, as we know it this action was completely covered up and censured.

This time, the packets contained various variations in comparison with those sent on earlier occasions to the Chilean embassy, as they contained a capsule of *ammonia nitrate* in limited quantity among other technical differences for initiation. This action forms part of a campaign against the GDF which aims to recruit citizens as prison guards. It was elaborated with a great quantity of explosive as this time we weren’t going to have consideration for those that may open them, as anyone who conforms to the penitentiary system is an accomplice to the torture inflicted against the prisoners, obviously we are referring to the prison guards; to the doctors that supposedly carry out ‘humanitarian’ work but that consciously maintain complicity with the State; to directors and tactical and repressive groups. The packets were elaborated with the best of precision as to avoid activating accidentally.

On this occasion we decided to direct ourselves against the two types of prisons for humans. These damned institutions that have taken up hundreds of years and have **NEVER** resolved **ANYTHING**. These repulsive extermination centres, those that degrade people, that repress them, torture them, reduce them and treat them as if they were the worst waste that ever existed. And if they are lucky, a few can leave from there conserving their essence and their dignity, even though the marks will always remain in their memory. Right now there are so many of our compañeros kidnapped and held in these places and as well surely there are many that may read this communiqué that have dear ones equally trapped within these horrible places. They may be “*innocent*” or they may be responsible for the acts for which they are accused; but at the end of the day we all know that the large majority of the “*crimes*” that are committed are consequences of the system that makes us believe that political and economic power above all give us happiness.
We are sick of letting a group of useless bureaucrats decide who deserves to be free and who doesn’t. With the standards that give them corruption and money.

And we are not only speaking of the prisons with bars, but also those that have cushioned walls, drugs all the time, electro-shocks and negligence as their order of the day. We also want to speak about these forgotten places, intentionally forgotten, by society. Today in Mexico there are 2.7 psychiatrists for every 100,000 inhabitants and with a destined 0.85% of their budget. Is this sufficient? Of course not.

The intention is not to be defenders of those that clearly can not defend themselves for being tied to a hospital bed or for being drugged inadequately and unnecessarily 24 hours a day so as not to annoy. No, the intention is to make us think about the reality that thousands of people are living, those that don’t have a voice for being labelled “crazies”.

People that are equally locked up, only for having depression, for not thinking like everyone else, for looking different or simply for not accepting this absurd reality.

It is necessary to fight against these places that annihilate minds and that are equally abhorrent, but many people perhaps don’t see it because they don’t suffer it, because they don’t have anyone inside these places, because it simply doesn’t affect them directly or because they feel that these themes are delicate ones and that aren’t theirs to think about. But this is the reality, and it is an error to keep on reproducing and dragging along since so many years before, it is one more error that weighs upon our shoulders.

And if all of us know that it does absolutely nothing, why do we let it go on? And really “who has the right to take away our freedom?” Those who they call judges of our lives?

We think it is important to reflect about if prisons really work or if they are only useful to cause us fear of being inside them, to see if they have served the terror that has grown in us, the prize for being a “exemplary and normal citizen” and to abide by all the orders that they give you or face punishment, “if you step out of line you will go to prison”. But the truth is that whatever behavior that steps out of the parametres of what is “normal” is said to be bad and deserves punishment.

There is nothing else, you must have fear (more than respect) for authority and expect something bad from each thing that seems bad to them. But you must know it, the worst that can happen to you in your life is go to jail or go crazy, and like this you stay marked in front of society as a criminal for the rest of your days or as a poor mentally unstable.

WE do not want nor will we permit that such institutions continue, it is for this that we believe strongly that they have to burn, and burn together with those who let it continue.

Everything is paid back, and these people that have been in charge for many years of cutting off experiences, modifying our lives of pleasure, and killing our freedom, they have to pay. And it can be by the same form or a worse form than that which is suffered within the prisons, so that they walk in the same shoes of those that are prisoners in this system of death.
However more, they have to burn, not only with the fire that we throw from our hands, but also from the fire that each one of us can create.

Here there is a lot of fire and a lot of dynamite, there are only lacking the hands that have the courage to use them. And outside there are many things that have to be destroyed.

**Until it all burns down!**

**To blood and fire it will fall, that which blood and fire sustains!**

In memory of Xose Tarrio and all those that have died at the hands of the prison society! Solidarity with the prisoners of the Chilean State, with Giannis Dimitrakis, with Gabriel Pombo da Silva, Marco Camenisch and all those who find themselves within the extermination camps of the state!

To evolve is precisely to be free and if we cannot have freedom, we are rebels... We have to arm ourselves, but not with a useless vote, that will always be worth what the tyrant wants, but instead with effective arms and less candid use that brings us ascending evolution and not the regressive that the pacifist fighters advocate. *Never passive! Rebel, now and forever...”*

**Praxedis Gilberto Guerrero.**
*Revolutionary anarchist that died in combat on the 30th of December 1910 in Janos Chihuahua, Mexico.*

At war with the State and the Prison Society.
During the week of **22 to 27 February** we sent a parcel bomb to the head of **Monsanto Mexico**, which was made in the same way as the explosive packets which were sent to the two prison directors. We know that news of this package was merely hidden like the last two and also the last one which was sent to the Embassy of Chile [for the 14 August Hungerstrikers].

... But many people will wonder why Monsanto?

Monsanto is one of the world’s most powerful companies that own most patents of genetically modified corn among other patents. Monsanto for its history of existence, dating from 1901, is dedicated to destroying the planet through different ways: pollution of rivers, oceans and ecosystems through the discharge of fertilizers and agrochemicals, destruction of native cultures and their customs, privatization of Nature, poisoning the land, making it infertile, producing transgenic corn and preventing people from planting native corn anymore or Creole. Monsanto contributed to pollution, death and illness of millions of Vietnamese during the war between Vietnam and the United States. At that time 80 million liters of herbicides (chemicals) were sprayed on Vietnam, in an area of approximately 1.5 million hectares, to clear forests and facilitate the bombing of the population. Among the products to be sprayed was Agent Orange, a powerful defoliant.

These chemicals destroy forests, rice fields, entire crops, poisoned the waters and caused serious environmental damage, plus poison people and cause diseases like cancer and birth defects.

Monsanto has hired the world’s largest mercenary company “Blackwater” to spy on activists dissatisfied with their destructive activity, saying that Blackwater and Total Intelligence could infiltrate the environmental movement if it was necessary, Monsanto paid $ 127,000 Total Intelligence in 2008 and $ 105,000 in 2009.

... For these and many other reasons, we have to attack this biotech company and those who remain standing.

Against these companies that threaten nature all our actions have to be as radical and powerful as the damage they perpetrate against the planet. We know that in time (or at least that’s what is wanted), the director of Monsanto Mexico and all the individuals who support this company will not sleep easy, expecting at any given night a powerful explosion will destroy their house. Ask the agents of Monsanto who has infected livestock when they discharge their toxins in the water, just ask Monsanto who has forced thousands of peasants to sell and consume genetically modified product and those who simply refuse stripping them through repression about terrorism, ask them about their complicit governments and their paramilitaries.

We see no moral reason why we should care about these entrepreneurs and their bourgeois families, rich and powerful, who feel they own the world and feel the right to modify and manipulate life on this planet at will, justified only by having money, having ‘manners’, having cars; – to have food every day, just to throw most of it away.
They have enriched themselves at our expense and cost of our families, our loved ones and our comrades in struggle, that unfortunately come into this commercialized world of work by not having many other options or alternatives.

These companies and their families, their wealth from the exploitation of nature and animals, destroy ecosystems, poisoning rivers and oceans.

... 

*An eye for eye, tooth for tooth!!!*

*Capitalism is a social relationship and capitalists have names and address!!!*

**Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution – Praxedis Gilberto Guerrero**
“During the night of the 26th of April 2011 a group of 10 insurrectionalists left to the streets again to fight and upset the order and social peace which are imposed on us by the social democracy of Marcelo Ebrad. Around 9 at night we set up incendiary barricades on the busy commercial avenue of Insurgentes Sur by the Metrobus station C.U. In a question of minutes we set fire to tires, threw Molotov cocktails and painted slogans in solidarity with the compañero Abrahan Ramírez and the compas prisoners in Chile for the Bombs Case. After causing a great chaos, we disappeared. For our bad luck, the police enemy took their time in arriving. If they had arrived earlier, we had all of our intentions to deal with them through bursts of fire.

This small but modest and sincere sabotage of the normality imposed by capital we claim in solidarity with the compañero Abraham Ramírez who finds himself in the dungeons of the Oaxacan state for 6 years without trial, without follow-up and worse still, subject to the decisions and external arguments between support groups who sadly have seen him as an instrument in their competitiveness. How do these types of in-fighting benefit the compañero? Abraham needs support and the sincere solidarity of all of us who claim ourselves as fighting for a free world: demonstrations, blockades, banners, cultural events... everything is needed. Abraham is a prisoner for many reasons including fighting for the autonomy of his people and for fighting to defend the eco-systems against the ecocidal attacks of the hotel industry and capitalists who only look to enrich themselves at the cost of the exploitation of nature and indigenous people.

As revolutionary Anarchists we can’t leave him alone in his every day struggle against the captivity and the abuses of power which he has been subject to. From inside the jail he has done much for the community around him, creating popular kitchens and cooperatives, protesting each time there is an abuse against a prisoner, resisting isolation, and in general causing a great headache for the prison society. For us, this is very important.

At the same time we protest against the murder of the compañero Javier Torres Cruz by paramilitaries at the service of the chief and drug trafficker Rogaciano Alba. Javier was an environmentalist compesino from the state of Guerrero who was commonly being harassed and threatened by Alba’s assassins. Javier was part of the Environmentalist Campesino Organisation of the Sierra de Petatl and Coyuca de Benítez (OCESP) in Guerrero, who for various years have been dedicated to the defence (using radical methods) of the forests and eco systems of the mountains of Guerrero. They have also fought against the attacks of drug traffickers backed by the Guerrero government, who with violence take the forests, cut them down and construct farms, later to send the wood to Canadian and North American mills.

We are sick of all of these abuses of power and we will not keep letting them happen, only using pacifist/passive methods. It is necessary that we expand the social war on all fronts, as for us solidarity also translates to the every day conflict against the institutions of the state, the police bodies, the companies that destroy nature and the lines of communication, all of which are bases of the commercial society. This will not be the last time we go to the streets, in other occasions you will see us face to face- face to face with the enemy.
For the freedom of Abraham Ramírez Vázques!!

Against the murder of Javier Torres Cruz!

In Solidarity with our anarchist and anti-authoritarian compañero@s imprisoned in Chile!

A warm greeting to our brother Gabriel Pombo da Silva!

To multiply the affinity groups and informal co-ordinations!

For each abuse of power... Fire in the streets!!

Anarchist Individuals in Solidarity
The 23rd of May, at 2am, we set off an explosive device in the branch of BBVA-Bancomer located at Calzada Ignacio Zaragoza and Agua Caliente in the Iztacalca Delegation of Mexico City.

The target chosen is not accidental. This bank, Spanish in origin, is the second largest bank in Latin America and the first in management of pensions and securities. These are some of their “corporate responsibility” strategies: fomenting military conflict in the world by financing armament companies and armament trade, financing of cluster bombs (used by Gadafi to bombard Misrata in Libya), laundering drug trafficking money, financing of highly polluting projects (the Heavy Crude Pipeline (OCP) in Ecuador, Gasyrg pipeline in Bolivia, ENCE mega-papermill in Uruguay and financing of open-pit mining in Chile and Peru), financing of Repsol YPF and Iberdrola (which product energy in part from fossil fuels) contributing thus to CO2 emissions and climate change.

Although Mr. Mancera labors to disqualify this morning’s action, speaking of hooligan youth with their faces covered, through this communiqué we want to say that we have motives for attacking these symbols of capital. In the face of what we consider strategies of extermination, we will respond with fire until the last of these neocolonial companies disappears from this country and from the world.

We claim this action as a form of solidarity with our imprisoned comrades in Chile. With this action we also remember compañero Mauricio Morales who fell dead when an explosive device went off that was to be used against the School of the Gendarmería.

Solidarity knows no borders. Nor does insurrectional action.

For the destruction of the capitalist system

For the freedom of the 14 political prisoners of $hile

For the freedom of our imprisoned Mexican comrades Adrián Magdaleno and Braulio Durán

For the freedom of our imprisoned comrades in Greece, Belarus and EU

In memory of Mauricio Morales and Patricia Heras

CRIA (Insurrectional Anarchist Revolutionary Cell)
We claim ourselves the agents of the following attacks with explosives:

*The placement and detonation of the explosive device that blew up in the Santander [bank] at Tlalpan and Normandía streets, Mexico City.

*Explosive device against a Starbucks located on the commercial avenue “Paseo de la Reforma,” Mexico City.

The morning of the 22nd of May of 2009 a warrior for freedom left us, but he will never be forgotten, he will live forever in the anti-authoritarian offensive, which is directed against the promoters of insane violence and of social control. Punky Mauri died in combat, struggling against the enemy, fighting for his ideas, despite what the enemies of our rebellion say, comrade Mauri died in the direct solidarity struggle with the comrades caged in the prisons of the state.

What happened yesterday is our way of remembering him, of showing what between ourselves stays alive—the spirit of that iconoclastic warrior: attacking those he always attacked, committing an outrage against the system of domination and the social peace that he, like us, loathed. Without mediation in our struggle and with our firm convictions. His words remind us every day that we must not take even one step back, that beyond our fronts there lies a capitalist world that needs to explode. One bomb, two, three…. Arm yourself and become violent, beautifully violent, until everything explodes… Arm yourself and combat the terrorism, burn, conspire, sabotage and become violent, beautifully violent, naturally violent, boldly violent… Anarchy does not die in the mouth, it prevails in active hands… were his words and his action.

The targets against which we directed our attack this time are part of the machinery by which the state/capital continue to remain intact. The banks and capitalist businesses are what dominate the world in this new stage of capitalism: technological capitalism. They are who, with the ownership of the economy, make, direct, and control the life of millions of slaves of the illusory well-being, the life of a society submissive to the longings to receive crumbs from power. Not to mention the banking institutions finance the construction of new public and private prisons in which they exploit the prisoners for the supposed purpose of reinsertion, obviously a reininsertion into capitalist society. They are in part those responsible for sexism, misogyny, destruction of the environment…

The devices were made from metal cans, butane gas canisters, screws and dynamite. All these actions are minimized by the inferiorist [a play on the words "inferior" and "interiorista" meaning person in the ministry of the interior - trans] Miguel Mancera in a clear intention to cover up the anarchist offensive and who, on seeing his order upset and his security evaded, with decaying arguments and explanations intends to explain the components of our devices, our form of action and our motives, which he certainly will never understand, since our motive is to annihilate the system that protects him. His lie-laden declarations contradict the version he gave to a TV journalist after the explosive attack against the Santander in Navarte in April of last year.
A greeting of solidarity to compañero Gabriel Pombo... We are with you... always with the rebels!!!

“We are not in agreement with what they impose on us and we will destroy those who press on us many problems we will have to face but more will be the reasons to struggle nothing imports on us that we have to fight now that our struggle will never finish... We will not allow them to control our lives and we will struggle against all authority not only the bad times will exist, there also will be moments of great joy. We should initiate subversive actions to stop thus power from reaching freedom...”

STRUGGLE!!! STRUGGLE!!! STRUGGLE!!! UNTIL THE END!!!
STRUGGLE!!! STRUGGLE!!! STRUGGLE!!! FOR YOUR FREEDOM!!!

For freedom, for anarchy.... For the multiplication of bombings and actions against the state/capital!!!

Against the prison society and the police state!!!

For the expansion of the social war on all fronts!!!

Mauricio Morales... Present!!!!

At war against the state:

*Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution - Praxedis G. Guerrero*
Anarchists attack Renault Car Dealership in Veracruz

The morning of 20th of May a Renault car dealership, located on the Avenue Lazaro Cardenas, was vandalized. The large windows were destroyed using on of the weapons that has always been on side of the oppressed: rocks. The situation of passivity that we are currently offered with work and consumption, cheating us out of our lives and the steepening of power by the drug-lords as a brutal form of fear and totally consolidated domination requires a rupture with the capitalist and state every-day routine, therefore the task of the revolutionary is now to use their self-esteem and individuality against the establishment as a counter to the domination and self domination which our lives are subjected to. This means the search to negate obligation and instead grab hold of conflict and every day sabotage and the creation and stimulation of liberating experiences leaning towards animal, earth and human liberation, which are totally necessary within every aspect of our lives.

Through this communiqué we extend our support, solidarity and complicity to all of the compañer@s of the social war who have fallen in the claws of Power, being imprisoned in Greece, Chile, Argentina, Germany, Switzerland, Italy and the rest of the world and especially to the compañeros Adrian Magdaleno and Braulio here in Mexico, and to all those imprisoned for opposing the interests of capital in Chiapas, Guerrero, Oaxaca and here for the reappearance of the compañero Carlos Rene alive and well, who has been disappeared by the new Oaxacan government.

Greetings as well to the compañero Luciano from Chile who is currently in hospital and in risk of death for the accidental detonation of an explosive device which he was placing in a bank branch as part of the continuing social war being carried out for those parts. More than ever the situation in Mexico needs mobilisation as things flare up more: brutalization of repression, militarisation, paramilitarisation, growth of narco and their culture, poverty, environmental destruction and exploitation. Anonymous warriors to flare up the fight!

At two years since the death of Mauricio Morales: You live in each attack against power! Compañero Luciano Pitronello “Tortuga”: Forward! For the destruction of all the prisons-physical and mental! For the freedom of Adrian Magdaleno and Braulio Duran! Total fire to capitalism and all forms of comination! Against the self-limitation of the struggle- Social War on all fronts! To ensure that Anarchy lives!!

Anonymous
The first day of this month some news stunned our consciousness. An affine thousands of kilometres from where we were had been gravely injured in an action, his name: Luciano Pitronello.

We know that he continues being a warrior even in the conditions he is in, rejecting the technology that the sheep bring him to widen still the pockets of the telecommunications industry, deciding from adolescence to maintain himself in a conflict against all authority, living his life how he thought correct and how he pleased, not limiting himself only to words and curses against the social peace and instead taking it into his own hands to blow up not only that peace but also his objectives.

With an extinguisher full of black powder you wanted to destroy once again the existent order, for some reason it turned out badly and now you are kidnapped in a hospital with a still uncertain future.

The press, the authorities and the Chilean society laughed at your condition, but there is a saying: who laughs last laughs the hardest. And we are laughing to see the bank blown to bits, where we detonated an explosive charge of little less than half a kilo of black powder and two cans of butane gas and a bottle of petrol all held together strongly by metal wire, placed in the area of the ATMs of the Santander bank in the lonely municipality of Tultitlan in the State of Mexico, yesterday the 29th of June.

The front structure of the Santander bank ended up completely knocked over, windows broken and the building half burnt, which was our answer, our shout of laughter, our vengeance, our only weapon that we programmed and abandoned inside the bank, which we call: Direct Solidarity. Open direct solidarity, without intermediaries, without excuses.

The loud sound of yesterday night’s explosion carried your voice, that of your close-ones, of us and of our unknown comrades of affinity in whatever part of the world.

The inept police were observing our action, the destruction caused by our improvised explosive device, impotent as always of not having predicted a similar attack against a bank which now has turned into a world wide objective since Tortuga was gravely injured in the streets of Santiaasko, as in Chile, Argentina and how Mexico we have attacked it.

Santander has no escape, because while there are individuals that are in solidarity and who arm themselves to go to the streets to illuminate with fire or with the shining of windows smashed in their branches, propaganda by the deed will keep prevailing, the authorities will keep looking at one another with knowing what to do in such situations, while even though we may end up prisoners or dead, they will not be able to stop the war that THEY have started since many centuries ago, to be exact, from the beginning of civilization and agriculture.
Tortuga: this was for you!

Direct Solidarity with the anti-social prisoners of Greece, with the eco anarchists of Switzerland, Mexico and the United States.

Chaos returned, for all of those who thought she had died!

Against all domination:

*Earth Liberation Front / International Network of Action and Solidarity*

*Informal Anti-Civilization Group*
On the first of September the press reported that a package containing explosive material had been found in scientific research laboratories within the School of Advanced Studies, Cuautitlán campus, in the State of Mexico, the school is owned by the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM). Even then the threat was latent. A few weeks before this action, newspapers read: UNAM to challenge anti-technology group, will continue with its Nano Science development. Obviously it was referring to Individuals tending towards the Wild (ITW) [Individuales Tendiendo a lo Salvaje - ITS].

The ASE anti-explosives unit de-activated the package, which according to the University authorities was destined for a Professor of a Nano Technology branch. The indignation created was huge and ITW was successful in causing a blow to the two most important Universities in Mexico, the Tec de Monterrey (private) and the UNAM (public). With this individual attack, although foiled, Black September would begin.

The Terrorist Cells for Direct Action- Anti-Civilisation Fraction (TSDD-ACF) claimed responsibility for the explosive attack against the National Institute of Ecology and for the placing of a false bomb with a message against the Bio-pharmaceutical IFaB on the 5th of September in the Coyocán area in Mexico City, Federal District. These actions happened quite a while ago, with the former happening in April and the latter in December last year. In their communiqué, the TSDD-ACF made an extensive critique of reductionism and of civilisation itself. These actions were hidden by the Mexico City government, even still, the attacks would continue.

The Animal Liberation Front claimed responsibility for actions in support of Tortuga from Chile on the 12th. A lizard and tortoises were freed, one KFC was vandalised, and another attacked with fire, and an attempted arson attack on an Ostrich Farm truck which was interrupted by a guard that ran after the compañer@s, without however being able to detain them as they sped off on their bikes in the municipality of Zumpango in Mexico State.

The next day, on the 13th, in Lomas de Chapultepec- one of the most ‘protected’ zones of Mexico City, an explosives device was detonated in front of a Banamex Bank, the press reported the event and in an interview the miserable police chief Miguel Ángles Mancera mentioned that the device had an electronic circuit with a clock as its detonator, which to him seemed strange seeing as very little devices used in Mexico City have been of such a composition. Technique, Mancera, technique!

On the 1th, the Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution- Praxedis G. Guerrero (CARL_PGG) claimed responsibility for an explosive attack against a Mexico State police truck in the municipality of Nezahualcóyotl in Mexico State. That action was also hidden by the authorities.
For the 21st, Individuals tending towards the Wild claimed responsibility for the package that was found in the FES installations on the first of September and made themselves responsible for another explosive package that was addressed to the director of INIFAP in the Coyoacán area of Mexico City, this last action was also hidden.

In their long communiqué, ITW discussed diverse themes including leftist, the psychological consequences of living in civilisation, neurology, promiscuous or indiscriminate solidarity, and critiques of the Techno-Industrial society. Being a support for those who wish to abandon the traditional critiques of the system and further deepen them still.

Two days later on the 23rd, an explosive device was detonated at the offices of the Federal Electricity Commission (CFE) in the Iztacalco area of Mexico City. The television news showed the video footage of a shadow suddenly appearing, leaving a bag in the doorway and leaving. A few minutes later, a large explosion was recorded. The material damages were considerable and the deed was later claimed by the Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution- Praxedis G. Guerrero.

On the 26th a test was published on diverse webpages signed by a number of Eco Anarchist and Insurrectionary Action groups making a call-out to avoid participating in the October 2 March (a march which commemorates the hundreds of combatants massacred by the government in 1968 in the lead-up to the Olympic Games). It had come to the attention of the compañero@s that the Mexico City government, feeling impotent at not having found anyone else to throw in their jails, had planned a wave of repression against the anarchist contingent (planned hand in hand with the Communists–evidently annoyed at losing the limelight and their ‘recruits’ to Anarchism. transl.) as it has attempted to do since the Black September of 2009 when there were a multiplication of action groups, mostly Eco-Anarchists groups, around the Mexican Republic.

In the text signed by the various groups, it was pointed out that there were other forms to fuel the conflict against the State other than a march that by merely attending it was like putting yourself in the wolf’s mouth. However, there were a few ‘masochistic’ groups (anarcho-“legalists”) that put out propaganda saying not to take the text into account and called for anarchists to participate in the march, perhaps so that they might have something to do afterwards when there were detentions, their substitutionary activity of anarchist activism that relies on the tradition of repression in demonstrations to be able to follow on with this artificial activity.

When the day of the 2nd of October arrived, with September having ended, the propaganda by the deed was accomplished and a few encapuchad@s (masked ones) went to the streets to march. According to the press and the authorities no one was detained, and there were no considerable incidents. However in the Tlatelolco metro station, from where the march would leave, the police confiscated gas masks, aerosols, glass bottles, poles and other objects from demonstrators. More than 4,000 police watched over the march, plus all of those infiltrated within the contingents, undercover cops and all of the cameras that were pointed at any sign of encapuchad@s.
Well, there may not have been riots in Mexico City, but the same didn’t occur in the city of Chilpancingo in the state of Guerrero, as various banks, shopping centres, businesses, traffic lights and vehicles were destroyed by young encapuchad@s, as were various convenience stores looted, more than thirty people being arrested during the riots. In other parts such as Oaxaca and Chiapas anarchist presence was also noted in the marches.

But the more notorious news item was the enormous fire that spread throughout the Wal-Mart supermarket on the 30th of September in the Cuauhtémoc area of Mexico City.

The fire was noticed around 5:30pm in the afternoon and the smoke was able to be seen from various parts throughout the Monster City. More than 3,000 people were evacuated from the shopping centre. At the same time in the city of Guadalajara in the state of Jalisco another fire took place in a shopping centre (a coincidence? Don’t think so...). By the 3rd of October, the group Conspiracy Cells of Fire – Jalisco (Fraction of the FAI Mexico) claimed responsibility for being authors of the fire in a communiqué published on various web-sites.

Again, the miserable Mancera gave false declarations to cover up the truth, saying that the fire at the Wal-Mart had been caused by a short-circuit. This time, however, his strategy to hide the truth didn’t bear fruit at the press quickly published that the anarchist group had been responsible for the fire.

The CCF-J did not only claim responsibility for the fires at the Wal-Mart in Mexico City and that of the shopping centre in Guadalajara, but as well for another two arsons that were reported by the press and whose origins were still unknown (or hidden). One, which severely damaged a warehouse in the Coyoacán area on the 27th of September and the second on the 28th, which damaged the installations of the CONALEP (airport staff training school) in the Venustiano Carranza area, the fire was registered in the morning of that day and the students had to be evacuated.

In the middle of the night on the 3rd of October, a home-made bomb detonated within the ATM area of a Santander bank in the Tlalpan area of Mexico City. The explosion left severe material damage- windows shattered, the ceiling and roof fallen in, the ATM rendered useless as well as minor damage to the National Institute of Respiratory Diseases that was across the road from the bank. The authorities declared that it is very possible that the action was carried out by the anarchists. (The action was later claimed by the CARI-PGG, transl.).

All of these deeds reveal the potential of Anarchist, Eco-Anarchist and Anti-Civilisation action groups, the scene is evolutionary, and although the government hides the information, the flames do not burn out, they continue extending and are unstoppable.
To all arsonists and like-minded antagonists, the third communiqué from the **CCF-FAI of Mexico**:

Like the joint communiqué by 11 Mexican insurrectionary anarchist and eco-anarchist groups says: “We are launching a frontal attack on the system of domination, causing maximum damage with minimum risk.”

We have the capacity to rebel against a criminal, terrorist, unjust system, even until the final consequences!

On September 15, while **BLACK SEPTEMBER** was developing in Mexico, a new path of informal struggle against domination was being laid out: the Fire Cells Conspiracy (CCF) faction of the Informal Anarchist Federation of Mexico (FAI-M). Our first arson was carried out on September 27 by the Mexico City cells, who unleashed liberatory fire at the warehouse on Avenida Pacífico between Miguel Ángel de Quevedo and Eje 10 Sur in the Coyoacán area of Mexico City. War on the existent order had begun. The next day, we torched the Airport Staff training school of the National College of Professional Technical Education (CONALEP), located in the Third Ward of Arenal in the Venustiano Carranza area of Mexico City. On September 30, in an action coordinated between the Mexico City cells and the Jalisco cells, the CCF of Mexico simultaneously attacked capital in Mexico City and Jalisco, hitting where it hurts most: merchandise. Liberatory fire was born at the Wal-Mart on Calle Luis Donaldo Colosio in the Buenavista suburb of Cuauhtémoc, Mexico City and at the Pabellón shopping mall on Avenida Patria in Guadalajara, Jalisco.

Recent statements by Mexico City chief prosecutor Miguel Ángel Mancera continue to downplay the anarchist actions taking place in the capital. This is the same old strategy used by the PRD and Marcelo Ebrad to censor our struggle, as the Mexico City cells claimed responsibility for their attack in a communiqué released on the same day as the action. The Jalisco chief prosecutor’s office is also adding to the silence and whitewashing that conceals our struggle, as the Jalisco cells publicized their attack that same night as well.

With our acts of propaganda during the events of this **BLACK SEPTEMBER**, we take retribution for comrade Tortuga, comrade Tamara, and our comrade prisoners in Mexico and the rest of the world.

The struggle has begun. Let’s make sure it spreads everywhere.

**Take a single comrade prisoner during tomorrow’s march and we will make the cities burn!**
**We are all accomplices of the Fire Cells Conspiracy!**
**Long live the Fire Cells Conspiracy!**
**Long live the Informal Anarchist Federation of Mexico!**
**Long live the fighting insurrectionist and eco-anarchist groups!**
**Long live liberatory fire and avenging gunpowder!**
**Be strong, captive comrades in the Bombings Case!**
**Be strong, imprisoned comrades from the Fire Cells Conspiracy!**
Be strong, comrades from Epanastatikos Agonas [Revolutionary Struggle]!
Be strong, comrade Tortuga!
Be strong, comrade Tamara!
Be strong, comrade Gabriel!
Against the technological system of domination!
For the demolition of prisons!
For the destruction of everything that dominates us!
For Total Liberation!
For international anarchist coordination!
For Anarchy!

—Fire Cells Conspiracy (Jalisco)
October 1, 2011
CONSPIRACY CELLS OF FIRE BURN WALMART

To all like-minded arsonists and antagonists, the fourth communiqué from the Mexican Fire Cells Conspiracy/Informal Anarchist Federation:

Neither exasperated, indignant, nor broken! Arsonists at war against every authority!
All our solidarity with comrade Gabriel Pombo da Silva!
We’re celebrating two months of direct attacks on capital and the State!
Against the system of domination!
For Total Liberation!

Yesterday at 6:23 p.m., liberatory fire again burned where it hurts most, destroying merchandise. The Fire Cells Conspiracy (CCF) faction of the Mexican Informal Anarchist Federation (FAI-M), Veracruz section, gave life to liberatory fire at the Wal-Mart located at Universidad and Avenida Las Palmas in the heart of Coatzacoalcos, Veracruz. With this new attack, we avenge comrade Gabriel Pombo da Silva (held captive in Aachen prison) and demand his immediate release from the German and Spanish states. We also stand in solidarity with our comrade Tamara, with the Bombings Case compas in Chile, with the imprisoned Fire Cells Conspiracy compas in Greece, and with all our comrades abducted by the State in Mexico and the rest of the world.

Over the 45 days since forming this new organization for antagonistic struggle, we have lashed out at the system of domination, showing that struggle is possible because the system is vulnerable. We’ve left behind the fear and indignation of the broken, and made the shift to decisive struggle against domination. We don’t want to change capital and the State, we don’t want to change their laws, we don’t want improvements, we don’t want to change technology, we don’t want to change domination. WE WANT TO DESTROY THEM!
The supposed differences between electoral parties don’t matter to us, nor do the lies and promises of Peña Nieto, AMLO, Marcelo, or Vasquez Mota. THEY MAKE NO DIFFERENCE TO US BECAUSE WE FIGHT AGAINST DOMINATION, WHETHER RIGHTIST, LEFTIST, POPULIST, OR REVOLUTIONARY.

Comrades, when the time comes to attack, if you don’t join in then don’t get in the way. This is a struggle until the final consequences, until total Liberation.
Neither exasperated, indignant, nor broken—we are Arsonists!
We are all the Fire Cells Conspiracy!
The Fire Cells Conspiracy isn’t an ORGANIZATION or a single group. Rather, it is the antagonists’ expression of rage and contempt toward domination and its institutions.
To spread the Fire Cells Conspiracy, you only need gasoline, matches, and the desire to fight for total liberation.
We have begun the war against the existent order.
Long live antagonistic struggle!

—Mexican Fire Cells Conspiracy/Informal Anarchist Federation
Forward, comrades, with internal anarchist coordination!

Solidarity is our weapon because this War is internal.

We stand in solidarity with Tamara in Barcelona and José López in Madrid, who was recently arrested and charged with carrying out 32 attacks.

Solidarity is our weapon because this War is international.

Forward, comrades, with international anarchist coordination!

—Autonomous Cells of the Immediate Revolution, Práxedis G. Guerrero
This morning, September 23rd, we placed and detonated an explosive device in an office of the Federal Electricity Commission located at Av. Zaragoza in the Iztacalco district, Mexico City. The minimization and concealment of the explosions that occur in Mexico City (for example the one on September 13th in Polanco) are part of a strategy by PRD and Marcelo Ebrad to silence all the evidence that in his “guardian” city nothing is going well. Ebrad wants to come out of this clean, and even more so in this times with the elections approaching in which he will surely seek to take power.

The CFE, like any other electricity company, is responsible for the devastating destruction of the wilderness... “The big hydroelectric projects, financed by international aid and development organizations such as World Bank, have brought as a consequence the extensive loss of forest. In addition to flooding huge expanses of rain forest... and exterminating the sylvan fauna, the businesses destroy aquatic habitats and affect fish populations and increase the amount of carbon in the atmosphere” ... surely a threat for the ecosystems that human consumption draws from.

The use of electricity, in addition to constituting one of the principle threats for the planet, is a key source of manipulation and social control, on it depends the functioning of televisions, car assembly plants, oil refineries, laboratories, the functioning and economic life of the whole of society; in sum, the functioning of the techno-industrial system depends on and draws from electricity, and that system is in reality the cause of all evils. Therefore we have to strive for the employment of better, more direct and more effective attacks against this pillar of the system.

We know that these acts tend to be symbolic, but for us they enter into our logic of everyday war against power, which is why we vindicate and declare ourselves violentist-anarchists, and this action is a threat against the “National Summit of Attorneys” that is happening in the state of Veracruz, where Miguel Mancera will surely be present with a drooping face on finding himself unable even to stop the black terror [the wave of anarchist terrorism in Mexico - transl] that threatens the social peace in his robotized city. Because we do not just think that aspects of this society are oppressive, on the contrary we consider this society to be “existentially oppressive.”

It is the time when it happens again! Into the darkness! The darkness! Because the night gives us the moment and she knows no mercy! (Luigi Galleani)

We declare that we are not partisans of any political party “NEITHER RIGHTIST OR LEFTIST” whether called PAN, PRD, PRI, PT, VE... ETC.

We declare that we are Partisans of Anarchy!!

With this act we vindicate the Savage Warrior “Tortuga”... 

Compañero: You know that we are with you!!!

Likewise against the powerful and their forces of order... our night does not know mercy.

At war with the existent order,

CHRONOLOGY OF CONSPIRACY CELLS OF FIRE ACTIONS
SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER

September 15: The Fire Cells Conspiracy (CCF) faction of the Mexican Informal Anarchist Federation is formed by affinity groups and like-minded people in several Mexican states.

September 16: The Arson Cell of the Mexico State Fire Cells Conspiracy carries out three simultaneous arsons in the Alce Blanco section of the Naucalpan industrial park. Liberatory fire destroys merchandise, as flames consume Textiles Suburbia, CV Directo, and TF Victor.

September 27: Mexico City cells give life to liberatory fire at the warehouse located on Avenida Pacífico between Miguel Ángel de Quevedo and Eje 10 Sur in Coyoacán, Mexico City.

September 28: The Mexico City Fire Cells Conspiracy torches the Airport Staff training school of the National College of Professional Technical Education (CONALEP), located in the Third District of Arenal in the Venustiano Carranza area of Mexico City.

September 30: In an action coordinated between the Mexico City cells and the Jalisco cells, the Mexican Fire Cells Conspiracy (CCF) simultaneously attacks capital in Mexico City and Jalisco, setting fire to the Wal-Mart on Calle Luis Donaldo Colosio in the Buenavista area of Cuauhtémoc, Mexico City and torching the Pabellón shopping mall on Avenida Patria in Guadalajara, Jalisco.

October 6: Arson at the lumber warehouse on Avenida Industria Nacional in the Alce Blanco section of the Naucalpan industrial park in Mexico State.

October 25: In an action coordinated between the Mexico State cells and the Veracruz cells, the Fire Cells Conspiracy (CCF) carries out simultaneous arsons in Naucalpan, Mexico State and Coatzacoalcos, Veracruz. The targets are Fabrica Butonia, again in the Alce Blanco section of Naucalpan, and the Wal-Mart in Coatzacoalcos, Veracruz.

Through our actions of propaganda by the deed, we avenge comrade Gabriel, comrade Tortuga, comrade Tamara, and our comrade prisoners in Mexico and the rest of the world.

Greetings to the Autonomous Cells for Immediate Revolution (CARI-PPG), the comrades from Individuals Tending Toward the Wild (ITS), and all anarchist action groups!

Long live insurrectionary and eco-anarchist groups in struggle!

The struggle has begun, and we’ll make sure it spreads everywhere.

We are all accomplices of the Fire Cells Conspiracy!

Long live the Fire Cells Conspiracy (CCF)!

Long live the Mexican Informal Anarchist Federation!

Long live liberatory fire and avenging gunpowder!

Be strong, captive comrades in the Bombings Case!

Be strong, imprisoned comrades from the Fire Cells Conspiracy!

Be strong, comrades from Epanastatikos Agonas!

Be strong, comrade Tortuga!

Be strong, comrade Tamara!

Be strong, comrade Gabriell! We are with you!

Against the technological system of domination!

For the demolition of prisons!

For Total Liberation!

For international anarchist coordination!

For Anarchy!

—Mexican Fire Cells Conspiracy/Informal Anarchist Federation (CCF/FAI); October 26, 2011
Two cells of CARI-PGG, in coordinated actions made the early hours of October 3rd, reported the following attacks with explosives:

1. The Fanya Kaplan commando placed and detonated an explosive device in the Santander bank located on avenida Tlalpan, in the Toriello Guerra colonia, in the Tlalpan sector, Mexico City.

2. The Sole-Baleno insurgent cell attacked with an explosive device the residence of Manuel Cañedo, a member of the “PRI” political party, member of the OFIC of CRAP, the device was placed in his home on calle Madrugada in the Benito Juárez colonia in Ciudad Nezahualcóyotl, Mexico State.

Both actions are to mark the combative memory of the subversives fallen in the October 2, 1968 massacre in which hundreds of individuals died at the hands of the Mexican army, simply to safeguard order and the climate of optimism for the Olympic Games that were celebrated in Mexico that year. This deed gave birth to many armed groups and urban guerrillas that were fought with brutality during the 70’s and 80’s, which, although we are not in affinity with the politics or proposals of the majority of these groups, we cannot discount their effective action, their forceful actions and the daily war that some groups and individuals maintained against the Mexican State: expropriations, bombings, assassinations, many armed attacks that day by day they directed against the forces of order, some of these attacks did not need specific justification, the simple fact of seeing a policeman in one’s face was already a justification... these are the antecedents of a war that in the present is continued, a war that the government simply denies, confuses or suppresses through the media, a war which in the present is continued under other perspectives, positions, ideas and convictions in some cases different, or perhaps it is better to say, radically different.

With these actions we stand in solidarity with the comrades who caused the disturbances during the October 2nd commemoration in Chilpancingo Guerrero, Chiapas and Oaxaca, we solidarize ourselves with those who have been arrested for breaking the order established by the system in the “pacifist” manifestations, established so that by consequence this type of “pacifist” protest is recuperated by the State... The Leftists of today is obsessed with everyone utilizing non-violent methods against an extremely violent and well-armed system, which amounts to suicide... What’s more, the leftists has created pacifist myths, such as that the Vietnam War was stopped due to the hippies signing songs outside the White House, when in reality it was stopped by the armed and violent actions of the VietCong.

More violence against the State/Capital/Church!!!
More Attacks Against the Technosystem!!!
More Arsons against the centers of consumerism and commercialism!!!
In war against the state,

The news of anarchist warrior Luciano Pitronello’s fall in action thousands of miles away, the sentencing of comrade Tamara in Spain, and the isolation of our brother in struggle Gabriel Pombo da Silva and of our Greek comrades Argyrou Panagiotis, Nikolopoulos Mihalis, Nikolopoulos Giorgos, Tsakalos Gerasimos, Tsakalos Hristos, Polydoros Giorgos, Bolano Damianos, Hadzimihelakis Haris and Ikonomidou Olga of the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire, revived our insurrectionalist conscience.

We decided to raise ourselves to the call of the CCF and take to the streets to illuminate our struggle with fire, from the example of the imprisoned comrades who did not limit themselves to words and curses against social peace and took into their hands the decision to break the system of domination. Though we fall captive or dead, the anarchist struggle continues forward with new comrades.

The day of October 13, at 3am we attacked capital, burning Servicio Panamericano’s armored money transport trucks at Calle Olimpo and San Francisco in La Martinicica colonia, destroying their dirty property.

Today, November 5th in the morning we returned to attack once again with anarchist fire, turning their filthy money into smoke in clear daylight, burning another armored money transport truck, this time owned by the company Grumer (Murcurio group) at Avenida Castorena in Jesus del Monte colonia in Culajimalpa delegacion in Mexico City, paralyzing their social Friday.

Surely the capitalist prosecutor Miguel Mancera, following the leftist strategy of the pederrista Marcelo Ebrad, will try to cover up the attacks and continue to lie in order to silence everything that indicates the insurrectional anarchist offensive in his guardian city, covering up information and distorting the facts so that all the anarchist attacks become INEXPLICABLE SHORT CIRCUITS.

Chaos has returned for all who thought she had died
Direct solidarity with our brother Gabriel Pombo!
Direct solidarity with warrior Tortuga!
Direct solidarity with comrade Tamara!
Direct solidarity with all anarchist prisoners in Mexico, Chile, Greece, Italy, the United States, Switzerland and the world!
Against all domination!
Fire and anarchy!

*Insurrectional Cell – Mariano Sanchez Añon (CI-MSA) faction of the Informal Anarchist Federation of Mexico (FAI-M).*
The pathological state alienates our “lives,” each surrogate activity of the mega machine is a gear that allows the technological-industrial system to specialize more and more—for example: biotechnology, robotics, nanotechnology—even the struggle (from whichever front); all these are conditioned for money. The murderous capitalism now maximized by technological advances is present in each one of the routines of civilization.

And it is not new to give breath to the insurrection, except when it has been done to note that there are points where we converge and others where we sympathize, and this is the last point to touch on: the banking institutions, in addition to being the main symbol of domination today, are also the organizations that have permitted in a great way the artificiality of the world. Since their creation they have been loyal accomplices of authority; financiers of cloning, genetic modification or whichever other aberration, promoters of speciesism and globalization. Perhaps mentioning the quantity of pollution that these businesses have given us “altruistically” would be rather repetitive; what’s remarkable here is to point out strategically, although the banks have been attacked historically: frauds, expropriations and every type of sabotage—such as those recently made on armored money-transport cars—carried out randomly in many parts of the world, even this type of action has created sympathy among those outside of the insurrectionalist struggle.

In complicity with Luciano-Tortuga, in the early hours of 18th November 2011, we have detonated an explosive device of gas canisters in the ScotiaBank branch in a shopping plaza in the city of Toluca, likewise on 27th November we decided to return, this time a couple hours after noon, and we detonated another device of the same characteristics in the periphery of the plaza, without known physical or material damage, simply breaking everyday life with a great noise, dedicated to the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire.

As a cell of the Informal Anarchist Federation we acclaim the international coordination of direct action against the banking institutions, without any pretension of solving the world’s problems or wanting to “revolutionize” society, since that would be reductionist. We encourage insurgents to share one horizon in order to forge a path that permits us to consider new horizons in common, each time more radical and tending towards anarchy!!

Informal Anarchist Federation
Why, or of what, is Norberto Ribera so afraid?

This is the question that we have asked ourselves recently on receiving the welcome news that the package had arrived at its destination. Unfortunately, one of the greatest tyrants of the Catholic church, one of the most brutal, repressive, dominant and sadistic, did not open the package, due to the fear of being struck in his own arena, in his reign, he preferred to expose his private secretary to any attack on the part of those who do not see in Norberto an image of respect but rather, as we would any leader of a terrorist State, we see him as a target for delivering a blow to the Catholic Church as an Institution. Effectively, the package contained a book, the title of which is not relevant, the explosive apparatus inside was composed of a galvanized metal pipe full of dynamite, 9V batteries, cables, and shrapnel — pieces of metal cut in pointed shape — and an ignition apparatus.

The Revolutionary Anarchist Cell – Gabriella Segata Antolini, member of CARI-PGG, claim the sending of the explosive package addressed to the Archbishop Norberto Ribera, which was carried out in a coordinated manner during the same weeks of November 1 to 15 of 2011.

What Cardinal Norberto represents, is in truth, a Capitalist State of mental and social control experimented in most brutally during the middle ages in the Inquisition, but also on the thousands of people who for being “different,” dressing differently, loving differently, thinking differently, fucking differently and maintaining their lives differently from what is imposed by the religious Morality in society, have been and continue to be murdered for an ideal and a moral system of life that represents one of the most concrete points of oppression and control: religion!

The act of attacking — or attempting to — one of the most powerful hierarchs of the Mexican Catholic State, represents the rejection of and the absolute rupture with the ideas created by Humankind for the control not only of the same Humankind, but of nature in its entirety. It represents a blow at a symbol that for past centuries has come to suppress the practice of absolute and unlimited freedom — in the case of the dictators, striking forcefully at the struggles of anarchist and revolutionary workers; condemn individual freedom, freedom of thought, freedom of choice; negate the individual and dissolve him/her into a mass of people that walks aimlessly, following an illusory hope blindly — and in many case honestly — which the Catholic Hierarchy uses to expand their capital and dominion.

The church pacifies the conflict or possible conflicts for change from the bottom and the wars of liberation, because it is complicit in the States, it fools and manipulates the individual, it perpetuates fear of evil and impedes making free use of one’s natural violence — self-defense — fooling one to resign oneself, bow one’s head and receive the blow on the other cheek. Their (truly) antiquated and badly toned opinions in political influences generate a brutal idea of morality and false ethics in society and their allied “governments” which throughout history have contributed to murder through discrimination, and in Mexico today have been the fundamental cause of many comrades being imprisoned under the crime of “parental murder” (abortion) in the lower region, they have also been the cause of the deaths and condemnation of many anarchist comrades.
We find on a blog — and many other places — that our attack is condemned. Strategic critique — if that’s what’s spoken — is acceptable, but ethically and morally there is no defense that can be used in favor of a Murderer for hire, of a protector of pedophiles, a dominator and leader of one of the most Powerful capitalist states, at least in regard to mental control.

The Catholic Institution and Norberto Rivera have neither defense nor Ethical argument in their favor, since our attack — being effectively completed — is not more brutal than the brutality and the terror hidden behind the Church-institution and their religious ideal. Surely Norberto Ribera, will try to (or totally be able to) fool his “faithful,” deflecting the intentionality of this and whatever future attack against the representatives of the Catholic Church, arguing that it is against his followers, when on the other hand he knows that it is against his Morality, his faith, and his Religious State.

1920 and 1936 return, not out of nostalgia, but because at least from the perspective of struggle against religious dominion nothing has changed and things cannot continue as they are, without a touch of vengeance. Prepare yourselves for what is coming...

NEITHER GOD, NOR MASTER, NOR DEVIL, NOR ANY RELIGION, CALLING ITSELF CATHOLIC, JEWISH, CHRISTIAN, ETC... AS FORMS OF CONTROL AND DOMINATION.

SOLIDARITY, MUTUAL AID, COMMUNALISM, AND INDIVIDUALISM ARE ETHICS, VALUES AND PRACTICES — ALSO ANARCHIST — THAT WE SHOULD FOR NO REASON ALLOW TO BE CONTAMINATED BY THE RELIGIOUS “MORALS” THAT ENCOURAGE SUBMISSION AND OBEDIENCE.

AGAINST EVERY TYPE OF AUTHORITY.

DEATH TO THE STATE... LONG LIVE ANARCHY!!

AUTONOMOUS CELLS OF THE IMMEDIATE REVOLUTION – PRAXEDIS G. GUERRERO
INFORMAL ANARCHIST FEDERATION / INTERNATIONAL REVOLUTIONARY FRONT
The Sole-Baleno insurgent cell of the CARI-PGG declare that in the weeks of November 1 to 15 of 2011 a package bomb was mailed addressed to the general offices of the PGR [Federal Attorney General], to be explicit the package was addressed to the attorney general Miguel Mancera. Although our objective was to wound the heads or apparent heads of the police system, being that the package apparently “originated” from the general offices of Telmex, specifically from the person in Telmex responsible for the Secure City project — the assistant director of Social Communication “Concepción Rivera Romero,” the package would have been returned to him if it did not reach its destination. The package bomb was composed of a galvanized metal pipe, dynamite, a 2.5 volt source, matches, cable, a 9 volt battery, and shrapnel.

The super cop Marcelo Ebrad, who is obsessed with control and order, in complicity with the Telmex corporation, is creating and putting into practice a strategy of social control based on fear and the individual’s control of him or herself, the citizen as his or her own police officer and as his or her neighbor’s police officer, a police role that the citizenry accept without opposition, sometimes out of fear and others for the pleasure of serving the system, the nation in some way. We see that for this control to function it is necessary to employ the most advanced technology, which is in reality the high point not only for social control, but also for the total control of nature, for total and absolute control of the thinking and responsible individual who is able to manage their own life. Therefore it is necessary to attack the technological apparatus, although the struggle, our struggle, is focused on attacking the system of domination in its totality.

On the other hand, the police as an institution, their computers, their surveillance systems, their patrols, their criminologists, their experts and their gendarmes, are also destined for complete control, for the protection of the interests of those who have power, for the protection of the “social order” so loved by the social democrats.

The new democratic police are 100% aware of their situation and the work that they do as protectors of capital, of the social peace, of the citizenry and of the techno-system, therefore attacks against these enemies of freedom are without distinction fully justified, objectively directed, since a Federal officer who rapes and murders does not have or represent greater fault than a State or Municipal police officer, who for the same reasons or different motives also forms part of the control and order, and is thus disposed to kill, in part due to his own frustrations, although we must affirm that it is necessary above all to strike at the head of the police apparatus. The ways are diverse, from package bombs to direct executions, but always marking our line and principles, since we do not seek to discharge emotional violence but rather to utilize the offensive self-defense in the form of rational and objectively directed violence, a shot in the head is more than sufficient to wipe some repressor from the map, and if it is only a small warning, one may fire a pair of bullets into the legs, trying to cause as little sensationalism as possible and pledging that the attack remains within the rationality that lies behind antagonist violence. Violence is not the problem, it is as natural as fear, it is our sense of immediate self-defense that the State/Capital/Church mediates through their control, religion and — in the case of the anarchist and social movements — their “pacifist” leakages have intended to wrest from the individual; the problem is not violence, the question concerns the focus and manner in which it is utilized — even daily — in the strategy.
For the spread of attacks against the police apparatus!!!

For the spread and propagation of attacks against the system of domination!!!

For the spread of solidarity with our comrade prisoners of war!!!

At war against the State/Capital and for Total Liberation,

AUTONOMOUS CELLS OF THE IMMEDIATE REVOLUTION – PRAXEDIS G. GUERRERO
INFORMAL ANARCHIST FEDERATION
CARI-PGG BOMB ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE

Last night we decided to give a demonstration of our anti-indulgence with respect to the norms that govern this society, the unmasked consumerism, the “commodity” of not thinking and refraining from an infinity of alternatives, and of, zombie-like, letting oneself be carried by commercialism, walking without a fixed course, without a project, passing stores, malls, barracks, museums of the State full of culture and useless “art” that has infatuated many “alternative people” thinking that with paintings about an unreal reality they can change something, they can see a different world and envision a future without violence, without hate, with agreement, without conflict… and passivity! eternal ally of the State/Capital, the useless urge to not do anything for oneself nor for anyone nor anything, nor to change minimally our situation as individuals. The only beneficial change for the majority of this society is that the economy and progress grow desperately, they can have more than the rest, can take a better position of power in this world in which each goes for the best bet. And the others? They and we are those who from our barricades—whatever they may be—remain in resistance and offensive against a system that does not propose anything but acceptance and resignation and a life of placid slavery.

Nevertheless, there are many of us from whom the media discourse—of pacifism, non-violence, and consequently the pacification of conflicts that is so popular these days—do not remove our desires nor our energy to depart from and combat in every moment a world that is not our own, to keep our life in a constant and permanent war against the State/Capital, to express solidarity, to combat actively, which for us is much better and more dignified than to remain seated, simply as spectators, awaiting uncertain futures like teachers of the pen, professional revolutionaries, ignoring other realities, and discrediting other possibilities, living eternally locked up “in our own GALAXY.”

It is for this reason that we decided to fraternize ourselves with the decision of the “Italian” anarchist comrade Fede Buono with respect to his trial and defense… in conclusion, to the total rejection of whatever juridical medium of the State/Capital’s system of justice, including the rejection not only of the trial, but also the rejection of a defense based on the legal standards of the State. We know that it is a strong decision.

So, yesterday in the morning, the REVOLUTIONARY ANARCHIST CELL – GABRIELLA SEGATA ANTOLINI, converging in the AUTONOMOUS CELLS FOR IMMEDIATE REVOLUTION – PRAXEDIS G. GUERRERO, placed and detonated an explosive device at the doors of the “Italian Institute of Culture,” belonging to the “Italian Embassy in Mexico,” located in an affluent part of the Coyoacan area of Mexico City; with this action we decided to burst the apparent peace and perfection of this city, and to burst as well the normality of the institutions belonging to the Italian State, sabotaging them as they deserve, vindicating the struggle that our comrade Federico is carrying, also vindicating the war that our anarchist comrades in that country have fought—and continue to fight—directly against the State/Capital and its institutions, past war and present war! With this act we intend to burst the diplomatic relations between these two countries where Fascism reigns, giving continuity to the campaign of the convergent cells in the FAI of Europe in order to sabotage the powerful capitalists and governors on an international level.
With this act we claim ourselves participants in the **INFORMAL ANARCHIST FEDERATION** and in the **INTERNATIONAL REVOLUTIONARY FRONT**! Solidarity with our anarchist brother and sister prisoners of war in the Italian State!!! Solidarity with the comrade Fede Buono!!! For international anarchist coordination!!! For the international anarchist conspiracy against the State/Church/Capital!!! Long live the FAI!!!
GABRIEL POMBO DA SILVA — FOR A BLACK CHRISTMAS!

I express my total fraternal solidarity with the anarchist comrade Gustavo Rodriguez, for the continual attacks that he is receiving from the authoritarian and reformist trash.

I express also my solidarity with all the groups and individualities of action (from the Autonomous Cells for Immediate Revolution to the Individualists Tending toward the Wild, and all other groups) and insurrectionalists of Mexico and of the World, regardless of whether they adhere to the project of the FAI/IRF or not.

I salute with pride each action of our sisters and brothers in struggle... all of them!

For a black Christmas against the consumption, capitalism and repression!

A black Christmas that recalls our incarcerated sisters and brothers of the CCF and the FAI (Indonesia), those of the so-called “bombs case,” Tortuga, and the prisoners of the Struggle in the Street in Shile, those who were murdered in San Miguel prison last December, Marco Camenisch, Juan Carlos Rico, Tamara, the antifascist Jock and all the anarchist prisoners of the world.

Gabriel, December 2011
"Revolution goes further than simply words, attitudes, feelings. The revolution is the true opposition to the dominating system, that day-by-day takes our life to satisfy its avarice for having it all. Many times we usually fill our mouths with words when our own acts show the opposite, and we simply are, or transform ourselves into one more number, like those that we see in each moment, walking like zombies filling a social status. The anti-authoritarian struggle has freedom as its base in addition to the complete dominion of ourselves as individuals, struggling for that which we believe is the most precious; the earth, the animals, the ecosystems, our own freedom.

Civilisation is a complex system of domestication where power dominates, filling minds with unnecessary technology, destroying forests, devouring plants, covering the earth with asphalt, ending millions of lives, disappearing lakes, contaminating seas, where nothing else matters more than their evil money and supposed “well-being” and “security” that they offer us. This is not our nature, and this is why we have to be more determined, more persistent, more consistent and transcendent, not only wanting to change things with words- the only thing they do is make the enemy bigger (the system). The fight is bigger than words- words are taken with the wind- the revolution is not to possess an ideology or a life-style only to display alternatives and believe that Anarchy is a scummy slogan, displaying patches and shirts with pretty slogans that at the end of the day is hypocrisy. Perhaps it sounds strange to speak of evolution, but really we have to leave behind those reformist ideas and not get stuck in theory, to be an armchair anarchist, the most typical...

Many liberationists have fronted prison, as subversive acts are labelled as terrorist acts. Other times they have found themselves dead for the simple fact of going further than simple theory. For this reason they already have prepared a place, for the maladapted, rebels, crazies- it is called prison. But as one friend once said to me, “what is the difference between being in the street and being in a social re-adaptation centre?” Submerged in their norms, marching like idiots, robotic, mechanised, where there is always paperwork, processes, restrictions. Where if you try to escape you will end up with a bullet in your head, or if you “behave badly” they’ll send you frozen to your punishment, so I ask myself, “will we follow with same old for hundreds and thousands more years (that is if the supposed progress will not finish us all off beforehand)? Will be keep supporting how they terminate our dreams? We will keep believing that nothing´s happening?”

Those evil bastards are concerned about having us as puppets, stealing our desires to destroy the reality, murdering our feelings... Perhaps until this moment I haven’t changed anything (for some) and although I may be criticized, really it doesn’t matter what they say because this type of criticism has and always will exist.

I don’t pretend to be the judge, neither do I want to sound authoritarian, elitist as if everything must be how I say so, I’m simply speaking about what I believe and see around me... In this moment I am a prisoner, I keep fighting so that the reality won’t continue like this, destroying the world even if only within my mind.
For the moment I’m trying to endure prison and not adapt to what they want. I maintain strong in my convictions and believing that it is a lie that nothing is happening, nowhere, when it isn’t like this. As I was once told “I prefer to fall dead before the feet of the enemy than fall before the feed our own resignation”. That is the worst form to be defeated. And lastly, I want to send a warm embrace to the compañerxs that know me and those who don’t, but who will be there present. I’m not trying to make “fame”, this I declare, it is only an unconditional greeting. Greetings as well to the compañerxs from Hasta en Final for making this card arrive.

FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TECHNO-INDUSTRIAL AND PRISON SYSTEMS!
Sincerely...

xBRAUx

Write letters to Braulio:
Braulio Arturo Durán González.
Centro de Reinserción Social León, Guanajuato.
Carretera Leon-Cueramaro Km 7.5
León Guanajuato
C.p. 36700
Mexico